
Automatic Leveling, Remote-Controlled Simultaneous Level and
Plumb Rotational Laser RT-7690

Specif cations

 Accuracy: Level: +/- 1/8″ @ 100' (3mm @ 30m);

Plumb: +/- 1/4″ @ 100' (6mm @ 30m)

 Operating Range: Up to 1000' (305m) diameter with Laser
Detector

 Line Dither/Scan Mode: 6 line lengths (3°–1 80°)

 Spin Mode: Variable Speed: (3 speeds) 350, 600, 1200rpm

 Recalibration: On the jobsite

 Pendulum Lock: Protects pendulum during transportation

 Laser Diode: Class III, 635nm

 Tripod Mount: 5/8″ x 11

 Power Supply: 4 “AA” batteries (not included)

 Operating Range: Up to 1000' (305m)

 Power Supply: 4 “D” batteries

Features

 Patented Dual Pendulum Automatic Leveling
Technology: The only simultaneous level and plumb laser

available gives unmatched versatility for both indoor and
outdoor applications.

 Level, Plumb and Crossliner Beams: Six adjustable line

lengths and three variable speed spin modes allow

customization of beam lengths and brightness to meet

specific level, plumb and crossliner applications and lighting

conditions.

 Automatic Out of Level Sensing: Audible (beeper) and

visual (blinking laser beam) out of level indication signals if
the units is out of level after initial set up. This eliminates
tool status checks and costly errors, saving time and money.

 Radio Frequency (RF) Remote Control: Allows for non-

directional, unobstructed operation anywhere on a cluttered

jobsite, no line of sight required. Detects laser beams where

the beam is not visible, even in bright sunlight. Allows for

one-man operation of the laser system from the point of

application.

 Field Recalibration: Keeps the tool on the jobsite.

Includes

 Laser  Laser Target

RF Remote Control/  User Guide

Laser Detector  Kitbox

Rod Bracket

Enhancement Glasses
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Applications: Unmatched Indoor/Outdoor Versatility

 Carpentry: Level and set cabinets and counter tops; Level
and plumb decks; Plumb framing and partition walls.

 Concrete: Set forms and footings.

 Electrical: Level electrical outlets; Layout conduit and
wiring.

 Plumbing: Layout piping, sewer lines, drainage and feed
lines; set grade.

 Other: Set ridge beams; Install siding, wall tile and masonry

walls; set landscape grade; Install drop ceiling, layout walls;
Layout duct work.
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